Let P/(G) be the subset of 3tf f (G) consisting of all elements with nonnegative spectra. We observe that Xx e P f (G) if λ > 0 and x e P/(G), and that, since /[(G) is semi-simple, p f {G) n -PAG) = {0}. LEMMA 
// / X (G) is semi-symmetric then P f (G) is a cone.
Proof. We need only show that x + y G P f (G) if x e P f (G) and y e P f (G) . Let x e P/(G) and 3/ e P/(G). Then sp (R x ) ^ 0 and sp(i2 y ) 0
. Thus i^ and i?^ are positive definite operators on / 2 (G) and hence also R x + R y = R x+y . Therefore sp (R x+y ) ^ 0 and thus
(x + y + e)~ι e /,(G) .
If a > 0 then αr^ and or 1 ?/ are in P f (G) . Hence (e + α-1^ + oc~ιy)~ι = a(ae + a? + i/)" 1 e
Therefore -a $ sp (x + 2/) and, since sp (& + 7/) is real, sp (x + y) ^ 0. If 4(G) is symmetric, then for each x e
(This result is implicit in the usual proof of Raikov's Theorem, see [7] ). If 4(G) is semi-symmetric an abbreviated version of this result can be proven. LEMMA 
// / V (G) is semi-symmetric and x e J%f f (G) then

Proof. Let xe£έf}(G) be given. Denote by ^//(x) a maximal commutative *-subalgebra of ^(G) containing x, and by Δ(^f/(x)) the Gelfand representations of ^f/(x). It is well known that if ye^f(x) then
Since / γ (G) is semi-symmetric, P f (G) is a cone. Hence, if we set // f {χ) = ^(x) n G then P f (G) induces an order on ^/? f {x). Furthermore, if for δ e A we set δ f = δ {^{x)1 then δ f is positive with respect to this order. By the Monotone Extension Theorem, δ f has a positive extension to if
is equivalent with
Then there is a z'e ^#}(x) such that 7/ + z' e P f (G) . Hence
for some α > 0. Let z" -z f -αe, then 2" G ^y^ (a ) and
A similar argument establishes the converse. Let S f be an extension of δ f given by the preceding argument.
If y e <&f f {G) then y -v(y)e e -P f (G).
Hence ^(2/ -y(2/)e) ^ 0. But
for each 2/ e ^g/(G). Since r^f f {G) is dense <^ 3/ has a continuous extension, /" to ^5^ Since the closure of P f (G) contains the natural cone ^ Λe^ί^). Now, if x G J^/(G) and α G sp (x) then there exist an ^//(x) and 0 G JC ^(x)) such that δ(x) = a. But then /,(x) = δ(x) = α. Hence It is natural to ask how symmetry of / λ (G) and semi-symmetry of /ί(G) are related. The following theorems provide a partial answer. But, by Lemma 1.4, there is an f 0 e ^l (£lf) such that
Since each /e J^(J3T) has 11/11 = 1,
for each xe/[(g), and hence <((?) is symmetric. If / y (G) is symmetric then, by Raikov's theorem, (c.f. [8] ), the spectral radius of each element of the form xx* is equal || T xx *\\ for some *-representation x -* T x . However, this *-representation need not be the right regular representation over 4(G). If we assume G is amenable, then this latter representation weakly contains all other *-representations, ( [6] ), and hence the spectral radius of xx* is given by ||iϋ xx *||. Using these facts we can prove REMARK. The dual hypothesus at Theorem 1.6, namely, that s γ {G) was symmetric and that G was amenable, was necessary. Although all known pertinent results tend to indicate that symmetry of s[(G) implies amenability of G, we do not know this to be true. 2* A sufficient condition for semi-symmetry* If if is a subgroup of G then there is a cannonical embedding of /SJEL) into 4(G). We will not distinguish between an element of 4(H) and its image in ^(G). Since for each xe/l(H), sp^( 2n (α?) = sp^( σ) (a?) (cf. [3] ), we are assured that this laxity will cause no confusion when making spectral considerations.
Let m(G) be the space of bounded functions defined on G. The mapping 0->0% where
For 4cG, let <A)> be the group generated by A. LEMMA 
Let xes^G). Then x has no left inverse if, and only if, there is a θ e m(^N(x)y) such that \\ θ \\ = 1 = θ(e) and the null space of θ v contains the left ideal generated by x.
Proof. Assume x has no left inverse in <((?). The preceding remarks imply that x has no left inverse in 4(ζN(x)y).
Let L be the left ideal in s i ((N(x) . Since x + e is singular, and cc + e is hermitian, a? + e has neither a right nor a left inverse. Hence there is a 0 e m{H) such that 0(e) = 1 = \\θ\\ and the null space of θ v contains L> the left ideal generated by x + β. For # v to vanish on all L, it is necessary and sufficient that, in particular,
, and for each positive integer n, We are now ready to prove.
It is not difficult to show that if G satisfies (A -S) then G satisfies (SS) and that if G satisfies (SS), G is amenable. We also have THEOREM 3.1. // G satisfies SS then /±(G) is semi-symmetric.
Proof. If /[(G) is not semi-symmetric then by Theorem 2.4 there is a θ =
Proof. If / γ {G) is not symmetric, then by Raikov's Theorem (c.f. [8] , p. 307) there is a yy* e 4(G) such that r = sup f(yy*) < v{yy*) .
We may assume that; inf f(yy*) = s > 0:
if not we consider the element yy* + ae for some a > 0.
Let x = ^/7/* and choose u and v so that 0 < u < s and r < v < v{x).
for each /e^%(^r). Let k be the constant of (C), £ > 1 and p be a positive integer such that v(x) p > ktv v . Pick A e S^(G) so that, if z is x restricted to A then ( i ) 0<f(z)<v, for each fejT o (β^) and (ii) Hs-^ll < £. To see that (i) is possible merely note that by taking A sufficiently large, \\z -x\\ is less than both v -r and u. Then, since each fejy^(J%f) is of norm one, the condition is satisfied.
For (ii) we first observe that by Lemma 1.4 and 4.1
Thus z is regular, and for fixed p, z~px p converges to the identity as A increases.
We now apply Lemma 4.2. But p was chosen so that
This contradiction implies that / X (G) is symmetric.
5* Nonsymmetric group algebras* In [3] , Frey asked if there are amenable groups with nonamenable subsemigroups. He proved that if such groups exist they must contain a free nonabelian subsemigroup on two generators. Hochster [4] , has recently presented an example of such a group. In [7] , a similar example is presented, and it is shown that the algebra of this group is nonsymmetric. The following theorem shows that all such groups have nonsymmetric algebras. The proof employs the well known fact that in a symmetric Banach *-algebra the hermitian elements have real spectra (c.f. [8] ). For n a positive integer, For n ^ 3,
If n is odd then Note that not both ar ι s n and δ" 1 α" 1 s n are elements of S x . Also, α-χ = s m G Si implies m < n and fe-'a" 1^^ = s m e ^ implies m < n. Assume now that w ^ 3 is given, and that θ(s k ) has been defined for 1 <; k < An such that | θ(s k ) \ £ 1 and for ^ = 1, 2, .
REMARK. If G is an amenable group with a nonamenable subsemigroup then G has a subgroup H that satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1. Hence 4(H) is nonsymmetric, and since for each / X {G) is also nonsymmetric.
